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Enhanced magnetocaloric performances and tunable martensitic
transformation in Ni35Co15Mn35−xFexTi15 all-d-metal Heusler alloys by
chemical and physical pressures

Yong Li, Liang Qin, Siyuan Huang and Lingwei Li*

ABSTRACT The solid-state magnetic cooling (MC) method
based on the magnetocaloric effect (MCE) is recognized as an
environmentally friendly and high-energy-efficiency technol-
ogy. The search or design of suitable magnetic materials with
large MCEs is one of the main targets at present. In this work,
we apply the chemical and hydrostatic pressures in the
Ni35Co15Mn35−xFexTi15 all-d-metal Heusler alloys and system-
atically investigate their crystal structures, phases, and mag-
netocaloric performances experimentally and theoretically. All
the alloys are found to crystallize in an ordered B2-type
structure at room temperature and the atoms of Fe are con-
firmed to all occupy at sites Mn(B). The total magnetic mo-
ments decrease gradually with increasing Fe content and
decreasing of volume as well. The martensitic transformation
temperature decreases with the increase of Fe content, whereas
increases with increasing hydrostatic pressure. Moreover,
obviously enhanced magnetocaloric performances can also be
obtained by applied pressures. The maximum values of mag-
netic entropy change and refrigeration capacity are as high as
15.61(24.20) J (kgK)−1 and 109.91(347.26) J kg−1 with ΔH =
20(50) kOe, respectively. These magnetocaloric performances
are superior to most of the recently reported famous materials,
indicating the potential application for active MC.

Keywords: magnetocaloric performances, magnetic properties,
pressure effects, magnetocaloric effect, all-d-metal Heusler alloys

INTRODUCTION
In recent years, various magnetic materials with outstanding
performances have been developed and attracted extensive
research interest [1–8]. Among them, the solid-state magnetic
cooling (MC) method based on the magnetocaloric effect (MCE)
of magnetic solids has been recognized as one of the most
potential promising environmentally friendly and high-effi-
ciency alternative methods to the well-used state-of-the-art gas
compression cooling technique [1–3]. The MCE is a magneto-
thermodynamic response which manifests the temperature
(entropy) change of magnetic solids by applying or removing the
magnetic field. Thus, plenty of magnetic solids have been sys-
tematically investigated in the last thirty years, and some of them
are reported to exhibit large MCEs, such as La(Fe,Si)13Hx,
selected heavy rare earth (RE)-based compounds, MnTMX (TM

= Fe, Co, and Ni; X = Ge and Si), as well as NiMn-based Heusler
alloys with first-order magnetostructural transitions (MSTs) [9–
18]. However, a large gap between the developing of magneto-
caloric materials and the active MC applications still exists at the
present stage. The researchers in this field are devoting to design
or search of novel magnetic materials with promising magne-
tocaloric performances.

Recently, a new material system with MSTs, named all-d-
metal Heusler alloys, was established by modifying the p-d
hybridization in the NiMn-based Heusler alloys to d-d hybri-
dization by transition-metal elements with low valence-
electrons. Various interesting physical properties and potential
applications have also been realized very recently [19–28].
Strong ferromagnetic (FM) coupling and MST were established
by introducing Co element in Mn-Ni-Ti [19–21]. A huge
reversible elastocaloric effect (eCE) with the entropy change of
45 J (kg K)−1 and adiabatic temperature change (ΔTad) up to
31.5K was obtained in MnNiTi [22]. An outstanding barocaloric
effect was also gained in Ni50Mn31.5Ti18.5 [23]. A large low-
magnetic-field magnetic entropy change (ΔSM) was observed in
Ni37Cu2.5Co12.5Mn35Ti15 ribbon [24]. Ni37Co9Fe4Mn35Ti15 alloy
gained maximum ΔTad of 6.3 K under a uniaxial stress of
400MPa [25]. Meanwhile, the first principle calculations were
also used to predict the stability of phase, possible martensitic
transformation (MT), and electronic behaviors [29–32] for other
similar alloys in all-d-metal Heusler systems. Moreover, the
hydrostatic pressure is considered as a clean way to affect the
atomic distance and thus change the physical properties of the
materials, especially for some MST systems [33–38]. Further-
more, dual-field-induced change of physical performances has
also been studied. A small thermal hysteresis (6 K) was obtained
in Ni2Cu0.2Mn1.2In0.6 accompanied by maximum ΔTad (−13K)
and MT temperature (Tt) can further be tailored close to room
temperature (RT) with the application of chemical and hydro-
static pressure in Ni2CuxMn1.4−xIn0.6 [37]. Lázpita et al. [38] have
established a pressure-tuned Curie temperature in austenite
(TC

A) and in martensite (TC
M) in the Ni50Mn34.5In15.5.

In this work, both chemical and hydrostatic pressures are
applied to tune the MST and MCE in Ni35Co15Mn35−xFexTi15 all-
d-metal Heusler alloys. The Tt shifts to a low temperature for
Ni35Co15Mn35−xFexTi15 with increasing x, i.e., the austenite is
stabilized. By further applying hydrostatic pressure, Tt shifts
back to a high temperature again from 196 to 236K for
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Ni35Co15Mn31Fe4Ti15. The results indicate that the magnetic field
makes austenite more stable, whereas the pressure prefers to
stabilize martensite. Moreover, enhanced MCE of
15.61 J (kg K)−1 (20 kOe, 0.35GPa) and large refrigeration capa-
city (RC) of 347.26 J kg−1 (50 kOe, 0.35GPa) can be achieved,
which are comparable to or even larger than most of reported
results for magnetic refrigeration materials. The atom occupa-
tions are also discussed [39]. The present study provides a useful
method to tune the MST and improve the magnetocaloric per-
formances of the all-d-metal Heusler alloys.

EXPERIMENTAL AND SIMULATION DETAILS
The polycrystalline Ni35Co15Mn35−xFexTi15 (x = 2, 4, 6) alloy
ingots were all fabricated from high-purity metals (nickel (Ni,
99.995%), cobalt (Co, 99.97%), manganese (Mn, 99.95%), iron
(Fe, 99.95%), and titanium (Ti, 99.995%)) by the arc-melting
method under Ar gases. To ensure homogeneity, the alloy ingots
were flipped and re-melted for four times. Then the Ni35Co15

Mn35−xFexTi15 ribbons were obtained by the melt spinning
method with the linear speed of 15m s−1 and injection pressure
of 0.11MPa. The microstructure and chemical compositions
were determined by scanning electron microscope (SEM) and X-
ray energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) (Sigma-300, Zeiss).
The crystal structure of Ni35Co15Mn35−xFexTi15 ribbons was
determined by RT X-ray diffraction (XRD, SmartLab-9kW,
Rigaku). The magnetization data for Ni35Co15Mn35−x-FexTi15
were obtained by using a magnetic property measurement sys-
tem (MPMS3, Quantum Design). Hydrostatic pressure was
applied to the ribbon with a Be-Cu cylinder cell as the pres-
surized module. The standard sample of Pb and measured rib-
bon were encapsulated in a Teflon tube which was dfilled with
oil (daphne, 7373) as pressure transmitting media. The Teflon
tube was put into the channel of the pressure cell. The value of
hydrostatic pressure was confirmed by measuring the well-
known superconducting transition temperature of Pb. The
atomic site occupation, lattice constants, and magnetic proper-
ties at the ground state of Ni35Co15Mn35−xFexTi15 alloys in cubic
austenite were calculated by the self-consistent Korringa-Kohn-
Rostoker method combined with coherent potential approx-
imation (KKR-CPA).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The XRD patterns of Ni35Co15Mn35−xFexTi15 (x = 2, 4, 6) ribbons
at RT are depicted in Fig. 1a. Similar to other reported all-d-
metal alloys in cubic phase [15,17,21,40–42], the present three
samples show ordered B2-type cubic structure and no impure
phases can be observed. The miller indices of (220), (400), and
(422) are indexed in the corresponding peaks. With increasing
Fe content, the lattice constants, 5.893(2) Å for x = 2, 5.891(6) Å
for x = 4, and 5.887(2) Å for x = 6, listed in Table S1, decrease
gradually due to the smaller radius of Fe atom than that of Mn
atom. Secondary electron images of free surface and fractured
surface using SEM for Ni35Co15Mn35−xFexTi15 are displayed in
Fig. S1. The grain sizes for x = 2 are not uniform (Fig. S1a) and
obviously larger than those for x = 4 (Fig. S1c) and x = 6
(Fig. S1e) in free surfaces. The long columnar crystals that prefer
to arrange along the temperature gradient direction in the
fracture surfaces are shown in Fig. S1b, d, and f, resulting from
the thermodynamic principle. The EDS mapping results were
taken into consideration to detect the actual composition. The
results, summarized in Table S1, show the close values of five

elements between actual composition and nominal composition.
The full-potential Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker method combined

with coherent potential approximation (KKR-CPA) [39] was
applied to clarify the atomic site occupation in the case of
substituting Mn by Fe for Ni35Co15Mn35−xFexTi15 (x = 0, 2, 4, 6),
as shown in Fig. S2. For the off-stoichiometric Cu2MnAl-type
Ni50Mn35Ti15, the atomic site occupation is (Ni25)A(Mn25)B-
(Ni25)C(Ti15Mn10)D according to the valence-electron site occu-
pation rule [15]. Ni atoms with more valence electrons occupy
sites A (1/4, 1/4, 1/4) and C (3/4, 3/4, 3/4), Mn atoms occupy
sites B (1/2, 1/2, 1/2), Ti atoms and redundant Mn atoms occupy
sites D (0, 0, 0). In the case of Ni atoms substituted by Co atoms,
Co atoms may occupy either sites A or sites C or randomly.
Herein, we consider different site occupations for Co atoms. For
our initial composition Ni35Co15Mn35Ti15 (x = 0), the formula of
alloy can be organized as (Ni25−yCoy)A(Mn25)B(Ni10+yCo15−y)C-
(Mn10Ti15)D. The minimum energy at the ground state can be
obtained by changing the Co content (y) at A atoms. What is
noteworthy is that sites A and C are equivalent sites, and
therefore, the finite y values were chosen to calculate the most
stable state. As shown in Fig. S2a, the total energy (1 Ry =
13.606 eV) increases with decreasing Co content (y) at sites A
and reaches a maximum when quasi-average Co content (y)
locates at sites A and C. The minimum of total energy appears at
y = 15, i.e., (Ni10Co15)A(Mn25)B(Ni25)C(Mn10Ti15)D, indicating that
the Co atoms all prefer to occupy sites A or sites C. In the
present work, on the basis of the atomic site occupations for
(Ni10Co15)A(Mn25)B(Ni25)C(Mn10Ti15)D, we further substitute Mn
atoms by Fe atoms for Ni35Co15Mn35−xFexTi15 (x = 2, 4, 6). To
draw analogous conclusions, the Fe atoms have more valence
electrons than those of Mn and Ti atoms, but less than those of
Ni and Co atoms [15,43]. Fe atoms prefer to occupy sites Mn(B)/
Mn(D), and the corresponding formulas of three alloys can be
organized as (Ni10Co15)A(Mn25−zFez)B(Ni25)C(Mn8+zFe2−zTi15)D,
0 ≤ z ≤ 2 in Fig. S2b, (Ni10Co15)A(Mn25−zFez)B(Ni25)C(Mn6+z-
Fe4−zTi15)D, 0 ≤ z ≤ 4 in Fig. S2c and (Ni10Co15)A(Mn25−zFez)B-
(Ni25)C(Mn4+zFe6−zTi15)D, 0 ≤ z ≤ 6 in Fig. S2d. The calculated
lattice constants are 5.724Å (x = 0), 5.720Å (x = 2), 5.716Å (x =
4), and 5.712Å (x = 6), respectively, which decrease linearly with
increasing Fe content. The total energy decreases with the
increase of Fe content (z) at sites B, indicating that the intro-
duced Fe atoms prefer to all occupy sites B, rather than sites D.
The final forms of the atomic site occupations are (Ni10Co15)A-
(Mn23Fe2)B(Ni25)C(Mn8Ti15)D, (Ni10Co15)A(Mn21Fe4)B(Ni25)C-
(Mn8Ti15)D, (Ni10Co15)A(Mn19Fe6)B(Ni25)C(Mn8Ti15)D for
Ni35Co15Mn35−xFexTi15 (x = 2, 4, 6), respectively. Therefore, the
final schematic structure of atomic site occupation is depicted in
Fig. 1b.

Calculated total and atomic magnetic moments are depicted in
Fig. 1c and listed in Table S2. For x = 0, the total magnetic
moment is 2.2537 μB, which is mainly contributed by CoA, MnB,
and MnD atoms. With increasing Fe atoms at sites MnB, Mn(B)-
Co(A)-Mn(D) configuration still maintains, but the magnetic
moment of Fe atoms is always weaker than the magnetic
moment of Co atoms. The total magnetic moment, contributed
by CoA, MnB, FeB, and MnD sites, linearly decreases to
2.0703 μB (x = 6).

Besides, the effect of volume compression/expansion on
magnetic moments is also considered for Ni35Co15Mn31Fe4Ti15.
The total and atomic magnetic moments as a function of volume
change (v, %), in which v is defined as (V1−V0)/V0, V0 is the
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volume at equilibrium lattice constant, are depicted in Fig. 1d
and listed in Table S3. With increasing volume, the total mag-
netic moment quasi-linearly increases, atomic magnetic
moments increase at sites B and D, keeping basically unchanged
for volume compression (v < 0) and increasing for volume
expansion (v > 0) at sites A and C, owing to the varying strength
of magnetic exchange interactions in the Mn(B)-Co(A)-Mn(D)
configurations.

The temperature dependence of magnetization (M-T) curves
under a magnetic field of 1 kOe for Ni35Co15Mn35−xFexTi15 (x = 2,
4, 6) at ambient pressure is depicted in Fig. 2a. All the samples
exhibit a similar phenomenon. In the process of cooling, a
paramagnetic (PM) to FM (PM-FM) transition happens in the
austenitic state, followed by the transition from FM austenite to
weak-magnetic (WM) martensite. Herein, we take the first
derivative of the data from Fig. 2a to obtain the values of TC and
Tt. For x = 2, the Curie temperature in austenite (TC

A) occurs at
371K. Subsequently, the low-temperature transitions accom-
panied by thermal hysteresis happen, showing that the transi-
tions belong to first-order MST. A large magnetization change

(ΔM) is also obtained around MST which is a benefit to mag-
netoresponsive effect. The normal/reverse MT temperature (Tt/
Ttʹ) locates at 230 and 262K, respectively. With increasing Fe
content, the TC

A increases, 379 K for x= 4 and 387K for x = 6,
and at the same time Tt (Ttʹ) obviously decreases, 196 K (224K)
for x= 4 and 132K (176K) for x = 6. The data are listed in
Table S2. It is clearly seen that introducing Fe on sites Mn(B)
makes the austenitic phase more stable.

Ni35Co15Mn31Fe4Ti15 was further selected to investigate the
hydrostatic pressure effect on MT and magnetic properties.
Fig. 2b depicts the M-T curves of Ni35Co15Mn31Fe4Ti15 with the
magnetic field of 1 kOe under hydrostatic pressures of 0, 0.25,
0.35, and 0.72GPa, respectively. With increasing hydrostatic
pressure, the values of TC

A (376K) keep basically unchanged
which means that TC

A is insensitive to hydrostatic pressure.
Hence, the M-T curves are shown in the range of MT only for
better clarify. At ambient pressure (P = 0GPa), Tt (Ttʹ) locates at
196K (224K) with a ΔM of 67.09 emu g−1. On the one hand, Tt

(Ttʹ) listed in Table S1, 196K (234K) for P = 0.25GPa, 200K
(246K) for P = 0.35GPa, 236K (262K) for P = 0.72GPa,

Figure 1 (a) Room-temperature XRD patterns of Ni35Co15Mn35−xFexTi15 (x = 2, 4, 6); (b) schematic structure of Ni35Co15Mn35−xFexTi15 (x = 2, 4, 6) and
individual atomic site occupations; (c) calculated total magnetic moment and atomic magnetic moments as a function of Fe content (x) for Ni35Co15-
Mn35−xFexTi15 (x = 0, 2, 4, 6); (d) calculated total magnetic moment and atomic magnetic moments as a function of volume change (v) for Ni35Co15Mn31Fe4Ti15.
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monotonically increases with increasing applied hydrostatic
pressure, meaning that the hydrostatic pressure stabilizes the
martensite due to the fact that the unit cell volume in the
martensitic state is lower than that in the austenitic state [41].
Strengthening of d-d hybridization results in more thermo-
dynamic driving force needed to make the MT occur [36,44]. On
the other hand, the value of ΔM increases first at 0.25GPa
resulting from enhancement of FM interaction of Mn(B)-Co(A)-
Mn(D) configuration. With further increasing hydrostatic
pressure, nearest neighbor Mn(B)-Mn(D) distances decrease,
and antiferromagnetic interaction of Mn(B)-Mn(D) configura-
tion forms, which gives rise to the suppression effect of net
magnetism of austenite and the declining tendency of ΔM. The
large ΔM values, all above 80 emu g−1 under various hydrostatic
pressures compared with under ambient pressure, are beneficial
to the low-field MCE. The results indicate that the hydrostatic
pressure can be an effective way to tailor MT and enhance
magnetic responsive properties. For a better understanding of
the actual influence of combined chemical and hydrostatic
pressures on Tt, the structural and magnetic phase diagram is
displayed, as depicted in Fig. 2c. The MST happens between FM
austenite and WM martensite. The opposite influence of che-
mical and hydrostatic pressures on Tt can be clearly seen. In
Fig. 2c1, the Tt decreases from 230 to 132K with x increasing
from 2 to 6. The introduced Fe at sites Mn(B) makes the Tt

decrease, i.e., chemical pressure makes the more stable FM
austenite. In Fig. 2c2, with further applying hydrostatic pressure
for x = 4, the Tt increases from 196K (P = 0GPa) to 236K (P =
0.72GPa) with increasing hydrostatic pressure. The applied
hydrostatic pressure makes the more stable WM martensite
without changing composition. The results indicate that the
magnetic field makes austenite more stable, whereas the pressure
prefers to stabilize martensite. The decreased Tt (chemical
pressure) provides wider temperature space to tailor Tt by
application of hydrostatic pressure. Therefore, the combined
chemical and hydrostatic pressures can control the MST of all-d-
metal alloys to the desired temperature range [37].

Usually, to calculate ΔSM based on the MST with thermal
hysteresis, the temperature loop method [10,42,45,46] is used to
measure isothermal magnetization curves around MST to avoid
misestimating ΔSM. Fig. S3a–c show the isothermal M-H curves
with the magnetic field up to 70 kOe around Ttʹ for Ni35Co15-
Mn35−xFexTi15 (x = 2, 4, 6) at ambient pressure. The three sam-
ples exhibit a similar metamagnetic transition process in the

region of Ttʹ with increasing magnetic field. At low tempera-
tures, the low magnetization is consistent with M-T curves in
Fig. 2a due to that the samples stay in a low temperature range
with a weak magnetic state. The magnetization increases
monotonously and is unsaturated up to 70 kOe. Obvious field-
induced MT transition accompanied by large magnetization
changes can be observed around Ttʹ. With increasing tempera-
ture, the critical field (Hcr) defined as the minimum driving field
for the reverse MT declines monotonously, which is beneficial to
the low-magnetic-field-induced magnetoresponsive effect. Large
magnetic hysteresis from WM martensite to FM austenite upon
increasing and decreasing magnetic field can also be observed. In
order to better verify the transition character for magnetic-field-
induced reverse MT, the Arrott plots (M2 vs. H/M) of Ni35Co15-
Mn35−xFexTi15 (x = 2, 4, 6) are shown in Fig. S3d–f, respectively.
According to Banerjee’s criterion [47], it belongs to the nature of
first-order/second-order transition when a negative/positive
slope appears. The obvious S-shape curves, i.e., the existence of a
negative slope, indicate that the first-order transition occurs.
Fig. S4a–c show the isothermal M-H curves with the application
of hydrostatic pressures of 0.25, 0.35, 0.72GPa for Ni35Co15-
Mn31Fe4Ti15, respectively. The phenomena about weak and
unsaturated magnetization curves at low temperatures, mag-
netic-field-induced reverse MT in the vicinity of Ttʹ, and
declined Hcr are similar with samples at ambient pressure. As the
TC

A is above the Tt, the parent phase with FM state shows high
magnetization; the obvious difference is that the values of
saturation magnetization under hydrostatic pressures are bigger
than the value at ambient pressure, which is beneficial for
enhancing MCE. The occurrence of negative slope from Arrott
plots indicates that it still belongs to the first-order transition
under hydrostatic pressures, as shown in Fig. S4d–f of 0.25, 0.35,
and 0.72GPa, respectively.

The values of ΔSM were calculated from the isothermal mag-
netization data. The temperature dependence of ΔSM using the
integrated Maxwell relation [45]:

S M T H= ( / ) d ,
H

HM
0

with a magnetic field change (ΔH) of 70 kOe is depicted in
Fig. S3a–c for Ni35Co15Mn35−xFexTi15 (x = 2, 4, 6), respectively.
All samples exhibit a positive ΔSM because the martensite is a
weak magnetic state and austenite is an FM state. With
increasing applied magnetic field, the maximum value markedly
shifts to lower temperatures which means that the magnetic field

Figure 2 (a) Temperature dependence of magnetization (M-T) curves for Ni35Co15Mn35−xFexTi15 (x = 2, 4, 6) in a magnetic field of 1 kOe; (b) temperature
dependence of magnetization (M-T) curves for Ni35Co15Mn31Fe4Ti15 in a magnetic field of 1 kOe under hydrostatic pressures of 0, 0.25, 0.35, and 0.72GPa,
respectively; (c) phase diagrams of (c1) Ni35Co15Mn35−xFexTi15 (x = 2, 4, 6) and (c2) Ni35Co15Mn31Fe4Ti15 under hydrostatic pressures of 0, 0.25, 0.35, and
0.72GPa, respectively.
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makes Ttʹ decline, i.e., the magnetic field makes austenite more
stable. The maximum values of ΔSM are 7.02, 8.94, 5.44 J (kgK)−1

with ΔH = 20 kOe and 14.58, 14.45, 10.61 J (kg K)−1 with ΔH =
50 kOe for Ni35Co15Mn35−xFexTi15 (x = 2, 4, 6), respectively. The
influence of hydrostatic pressure on the ΔSM is also discussed.
Fig. 3d–f show ΔSM of Ni35Co15Mn31Fe4Ti15 at 0.25, 0.35, and
0.72GPa, respectively. The magnetic field drives the maximum
value to lower temperatures. The maximum value raises to high
temperature compared with ambient pressure. The maximum
values of ΔSM are 14.61, 15.61, 12.07 J (kg K)−1 with ΔH = 20 kOe
and 21.35, 24.20, 22.52 J (kgK)−1 with ΔH = 50 kOe for 0.25,
0.35, and 0.72GPa, respectively. The data can be seen in
Table S4.

Fig. 4a shows ΔSM as a function of pressure under various
magnetic field changes. Below 0.35GPa, values of ΔSM increase
monotonously and are 14.61, 21.35 J (kgK)−1 (0.25GPa) and
15.61, 24.20 J (kgK)−1 (0.35GPa) with ΔH of 20 and 50 kOe,
respectively. With further increasing hydrostatic pressure, ΔSM

decreases slightly and reaches to 12.07 and 22.52 J (kgK)−1

(0.72GPa) with ΔH of 20 and 50 kOe, respectively. The values of
ΔSM obviously increase at any hydrostatic pressures compared
with the values at ambient pressure, indicating that application
of hydrostatic pressure has a positive effect on MCE. Therefore,
we can gain the maximum values (yellow area) at 0.35GPa.
Fig. 4b shows the comparison of ΔSM between present ribbon
(star) and other compounds (some conventional and all-d-metal
magnetic refrigeration materials with MST, triangle)
[7,8,17,19,21,24,41,46,48–50] with ΔH of 20 kOe. The value at
0.35GPa is larger than 15.00 J (kgK)−1 and is comparable to and
even larger than the other, such as 14.00 J (kgK)−1 for
Gd5(Si2Ge2) [49], 14.30 J (kg K)−1 for LaFe11.4Si1.6 [7] and
15.88 J (kg K)−1 for Ni35Cu2.5Co12.5Mn35Ti15 [21].

The RC, defined as

S TRC = d ,
T

T

M
1

2

where T1 and T2 are the temperatures at two sides of the full
width half-maximum (FWHM) in ΔSM(T) curves, is also used to
determine the magnetocaloric performance. The quasi-linear
increase of RC is observed with increasing magnetic field under
various applied hydrostatic pressures, as depicted in Fig. 4c. The
RC value with hydrostatic pressure is larger than the original
value at ambient pressure. But the RC declines at 0.72GPa due
to a smaller ΔSM and comparative FWHM value. In the same
way, the RC values of present ribbon (star) and other typical
materials (triangle) are plotted in Fig. 4d [19,41,44,48,49,51–53]
with ΔH of 20 kOe (solid) and 50 kOe (hollow), respectively. The
values at ambient pressure of 86.68 J kg−1 (0–20 kOe) and
232.26 J kg−1 (0–50 kOe) are comparable to those of other
materials, such as 80.00 J kg−1 for Ni35Co15Mn35Ti15 (0–20 kOe)
[15], 91.50 J kg−1 for Ni50Mn32.7Cu1.3In16 (0–20 kOe) [51],
267.00 J kg−1 for Ni35Co15Mn35Ti15 (0–50 kOe) [15], 197.00 J kg−1

for Ni36.0Co14.0Mn35.7Ti14.3 (0–50 kOe) [48]. Encouragingly, the
RC values reach 109.91 J kg−1 (0.25GPa) and 347.26 J kg−1

(0.35GPa), which are both larger than the materials for com-
parison. Thus, application of hydrostatic pressure not only tai-
lors MT but also enhances and maintains large ΔSM. The low
driven magnetic field and near-RT atmosphere make the all-d-
metal ribbon more promising for practical applications.

CONCLUSIONS
In summary, the Ni35Co15Mn35−xFexTi15 (x = 2, 4, 6) ribbons are
fabricated and systematically investigated with respect to struc-
ture, phase transformation, and magnetocaloric performances

Figure 3 (a–c) ΔSM in magnetic field change up to 70 kOe for Ni35Co15Mn35−xFexTi15 (x = 2, 4, 6), respectively; (d–f) ΔSM in magnetic field change up to
70 kOe for Ni35Co15Mn31Fe4Ti15 (x = 4) under hydrostatic pressures of 0.25, 0.35 and 0.72GPa, respectively.
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under the chemical and hydrostatic pressures. The Fe atoms
prefer to occupy Mn(B) sites accompanied by total moments
decrease by the first principle calculations. With increasing Fe
content, Tt decreases monotonously. With increase of hydro-
static pressure for Ni35Co15Mn31Fe4Ti15, Tt increases from 196K
(P = 0GPa) to 236K (P = 0.72GPa). Therefore, Tt can be tai-
lored jointly by dual-fields (chemical pressure and hydrostatic
pressure) in the all-d-metal alloy system. Furthermore, obviously
enhanced ΔSM and RC can also be obtained. The maximum
values of ΔSM and RC reach 15.61(24.20) J (kgK)−1 and 109.91
(347.26) J kg−1 with ΔH = 20(50) kOe, respectively. These mag-
netocaloric performances are superior to most of the recently
reported famous materials, indicating the potential application
for active MC. The present study would provide useful methods
to improve the magnetocaloric performances and tune the MT
of the all-d-metal MST alloys.
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化学压和等静压调控全过渡族Heusler合金Ni35Co15-

Mn35−xFexTi15的磁热效应和马氏体相变
李勇, 覃亮, 黄思源, 李领伟*

摘要 基于磁热效应的固态磁致冷方式被认为是一种环境友好且高能
效的技术. 探索和设计具有大磁热效应的固态磁致冷材料是目前的研
究重点之一. 本文通过在Ni35Co15Mn35−xFexTi15中引入化学压和等静压,

在理论和实验上对其晶体结构、马氏体相变和磁热性能进行了研究.

结果表明, 室温下, 样品呈现B2相结构, Fe原子倾向于占Mn(B)位. Fe含
量降低、晶胞体积收缩均能导致总磁矩的降低. 马氏体相变温度随Fe

含量增加而降低, 随等静压增强而升高. 此外, 施加等静压可获得显著
增强的磁热效应.在0–20(0–50) kOe场下,最大磁熵变值(ΔSM

max)和制冷
能力(RC)分别达到15.61(24.20) J (kg K)−1和109.91(347.26) J kg−1. 该数
值优于最近报道的多数磁致冷材料, 表明Ni35Co15Mn35−xFexTi15体系有
望成为固态磁致冷备选材料之一.
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